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Dr. Example
Editor-in-Chief
Journal of Example
Desember 15, 2021
Dear Dr. Example,
I wish to submit an original research article entitled “Example Article” for consideration
by Journal of Example
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I confirm that this work is original and has not been published elsewhere, nor is it
currently under consideration for publication elsewhere.
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In this paper, we show that X is equal to Z. This is significant because it is critical to
demonstrate the impact of X and Z on Y.
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Given the increase in X and Z globally, we believe that the findings presented in our
paper will appeal to the specific scientists who subscribe to Journal of Example.
Although prior research has identified a few methods that could be used in space
exploration, such as X and Y, the applications developed from thoses findings have
been cost-prohibitive and difficult to administer globally. Thus, our findings will allow
your readers to understand the factors involved in identifying the onset of X and Y and
develop more cost-effective procedures.
We have no conflicts of interest to disclose.
Please address all correspondence
a.example@research.edu.
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concerning

this

manuscript

Thank you for your consideration of this manuscript.
Sincerely,
Dr. Example, PhD
Professor, Department of Example
University of Example
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